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ABSTRACT

We describe a method to detect knots and faults in wood logs based on microwave measurements and the depolaris-
ing properties of wood. The depolarisation is an effect of the anisotropy in the dielectric properties of wood, which
is caused by the fibre structure. The measurements are made in the frequency domain where a discrete reflection
spectrum is sampled. By transforming the frequency spectrum into the time domain the spatial distribution of the
reflections appear. The wave is transmitted in a pure linear polarisation, tilted to45◦ relative to the fibre direction.
For each discrete frequency all available information is measured for the reflected field and therefore it is possible
to calculate the complex polarisation ratio and the state of polarisation which are the quantities containing the
most visible information. The measurements are one dimensional and by combining measurements from different
directions we create tomographic slice images of the inner structure of a log. Our measurements has showed the
possibility to follow the extension of knots in a log using only a iso-surface visualisation. The used equipment is
working at low intensity and is therefore virtually harmless to human beings, furthermore it is portable and can be
operated by one single person.

INTRODUCTION

Scanning wood for internal defects has been of large interest in the research the past twenty years. The reasons for
the interest is the possibility to determine the quality of standing trees in the forest as well as lumber. In addition
to the quality measurements there is also the task of optimising the cutting strategy as well as grading lumber. To
summarise the usefulness of a scanning technology it can be utilised nearly everywhere in the forest and milling
industry, provided a fast and robust method is developed.

Various approaches to solve these tasks have been suggested, for example Schmoldt et al. (1994) used ultrasound
for lumber grading. Ultrasound is however not a very good choice for online applications since it depend on good
contact to the measured object as well as the vibration sensitivity to mechanical vibration harmonics in the plant.
The most common approach is to use X-ray based technology (Lee et al. (1991), Svalbe et al. (1995), and Zhu
et al. (1996)), this approach usually produce high quality images of the inner structure and therefore the emphasis
of the research is on image analysis. Studies of the interaction between wood and X-rays have also been made by
Oja & Temnerud (1999). The disadvantages of X-ray based systems are; high cost, dangerous radiation and the
equipment is often too slow to be used in a real-time application in a sawmill.

As an alternative to the previous two methods we propose to use a scanning device based on polarised microwaves.
Using microwaves for wood scanning is a more resent approach and usually the measurements are only based on
measuring the properties of the transmitted wave at one single frequency or alternatively using a pulse radar based
system. There are two aims in the microwave measurements namely:

• Defect detection investigated by for example Choffel et al. (1992), King (1978) and Forrer & Funck (1998),
these works are of the observing type studying the phase and attenuation of transmitted waves

• Moisture, density, and grain angle measurements by for example James et al. (1985), Tiuri et al. (1980),
Belenkii & Taibin (1994). These work involve deeper studies of the electromagnetic behaviour i wood.

The aim of our approach is to detect defects and variations in based on measurements giving information about
grain angle, moisture content and density. All this information can be extracted from the dielectric tensor. As a
first step we measure the depolarisation of the reflected field, the depolarisation is the effect of variations in the
spatial distribution of the dielectric tensor. In this paper we will describe both the background theory and the used
technology needed to study the spatial distribution of the depolarisation in wood.
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Figure 1: Principal directions of the dielectric anisotropy in wood

THEORY

This section will be divided into two parts, first one describing the material properties of wood as a dielectric
medium followed by a description of the used technology.

Wood as a dielectric medium

Wood is an anisotropic medium in the dielectric sense and like in the other physical properties the principal axes of
the anisotropy follow the three directions tangential and parallel to the annual rings and radial as showed in figure
(1). The origin of this anisotropy is the combined results from the molecular structure of cellulose up till the fibre
structure of wood (Norimoto (1976)). Generally the dielectric tensor of an anisotropic medium can be written as

ε =




ε11 ε12 ε13
ε12 ε22 ε23
ε13 ε23 ε33


 (1)

where the off diagonal elements in the tensor causes the depolarisation. This is the tensor the which affect the wave
when it propagates in the medium, in our case wood. The elements changes with the orientation of wood and in the
special case when the fibres have the same orientation as the wave the tensor becomes diagonal with the elements
related to the principal directions in wood as

ε =




εP 0 0
0 εT 0
0 0 εR


 (2)

Each element in the tensor is a complex number written as

ε = ε′ − jε′′ (3)

The index of refraction is related toε′ as
n = (ε′/µ)1/2 (4)

And µ = 1 since wood is a non-magnetic material.

The imaginary part of equation (3) describe the attenuation in the media. In the case of materials containing water
ε′′ can be correlated to the water content in the material. Therefore this quantity can be used to determine the
moisture content in wood (Tiuri et al. (1980) and Belenkii & Taibin (1994)).

The basic principle of the measurements

In our measurements we transmit a linearly polarised E-field tilted toτ = 45◦ relative to the fibre direction which
can be written as

E =




E‖
E⊥
0


 (5)



WhereE‖ is the wave parallel to the fibres andE⊥ perpendicular. The transmitted waves can be described as

E‖ = E⊥ = E0e
−jωt (6)

In figure (2) a simplified example is showed how the wave propagates in wood, in the reality there are more
interfaces of indices of refraction but to reduce the complexity of the example we settle with two indices in the
log. In the example the reflected field parallel to fibres in the log at the angular frequency (ω) becomes (Kaestner
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Figure 2: Description of the distances used

(1999))
E‖,log(ω) = E1e

jω(t0−2llog/c) (7)

followed by the reflection from the knot

E‖,knot(ω) = E2e
jω(t0−2/c (llog+lknot nlog) (8)

The received signal at the antenna is the sum of these two signals

E‖,receive(ω) = E‖,log(ω) + E‖,knot(ω) (9)

If more interfaces exist they are added to equation (9) and in the continuous case the sum changes to an integral
and the dielectric tensor changes to a tensor function.

The received signal is coherent with the transmitted signal which is used by the hardware which extracts only these
signal. This approach is very insensitive to noise and can thus register weak signals in the presence of noise, this
is the reason why we can work at low intensity.

Equation (9) is only describing the signal at the frequencyω which is not enough to resolve multiple spatial vari-
ations. By measuring over a number of discrete frequencies in a frequency band, we receive a discrete frequency
spectrum. Using the inverse Fourier transform the discrete spectrum measurements are transformed into a time
delay spectrum which show the spatial distribution of the E-field.

The intensity of the time delay spectrum show intensity peaks at the interfaces. Unfortunately the field is so much
attenuated at the first surface combined with small variations of the dielectric tensor in the wood that reflections
inside a log are so weak that they are difficult to identify. Therefore we study the spatial distribution of polarisation
related parameters.

A measurement contain reflections from all reflecting objects in the surroundings, all this background clutter is
undesired since the signal we are interested in disappear in the clutter. To remove the clutter we consider the
background to be static, after this assumption the clutter can be removed by subtracting a background reference
spectrum from the wood measurement as:

Ewood(ω) = Ereceive(ω)−Eclutter(ω) (10)

Polarimetric calculations

The polarisation calculations are based on the two measured field componentsE‖ andE⊥ in the time domain. The
simplest relation to identify the presence of depolarisation is the quotient between the received power from the two
linearly polarised wavesE⊥ andE‖ according to

ρ =
E‖
E⊥

(11)



which is called the polarisation ratio. The ratio can be divided into two real valued quantities which are interesting
to study: namely the amplitude (|ρ|) and the argument (γ = arg(ρ)) of the ratio. If |ρ| deviates from unity a
depolarisation is present since we were emitting two waves of equal intensity. The same applies toγ for which a
deviation from zero indicates a depolarisation since the two waves are emitted at the same phase by the transmitter.

The Stoke-parameters are the field componentsE‖ andE⊥ combined as

I = E‖E∗
‖ + E⊥E∗

⊥
Q = E‖E∗

‖ − E⊥E∗
⊥

U = E‖E∗
⊥ + E⊥E∗

‖
V = −j(E‖E∗

⊥ − E⊥E∗
‖)

(12)

Where (∗) denotes the complex conjugate of the quantity. The parameterI describe the total intensity of the wave
and contain both polarised power and unpolarised power in contrast to the other three parameters which only
contain the polarised part of the wave.

When it has been determined that a depolarisation is present, the state of polarisation can be calculated using
the Stokes parameters described earlier in equation (12). The degree of polarised waves can be calculated as the
following quotient

d =

√
Q2 + U2 + V 2

I
(13)

The value ofd varies between zero and unity where unity corresponds to a completely polarised wave. For natural
sourcesd seldom reaches unity since there is always some fraction of unpolarised waves present. In contrast to
natural sources an antenna is radiating completely polarised waves and thus willd be unity as is our case.

The normalisation of the Stokes parameters with respect to the total intensity parameterI gives the normalised
Stokes-parameters

s0 = 1
s1 = d cos 2ε cos 2τ
s2 = d cos 2ε sin 2τ
s3 = d sin 2ε

(14)

Since we consider a completely polarised wave the value ofd is unity and can thus be omitted in the following
calculations. The two variablesε andτ together describe the state of polarisation.

The ellipticity angle (ε) gives the phase difference between the two wave componentsE‖ andE⊥. This quantity
also describes the degree of elliptical polarisation, and is calculated as

ε =
1
2

arcsin s3 (15)

The value ofε for an unaffected wave transmitted from our system should be equal to zero, since the considered
transmitted wave is completely linearly polarised, i.e. the two waves have the same phase.

The second variable (τ ) describes the angle between the two components of the wave,E‖ andE⊥ and thus describe
the tilt of the linear polarisation, called the linear tilt angle:

τ =
1
2

arcsin
s2

cos 2ε
(16)

In our case we emitE‖ andE⊥ at equal phase and amplitude resulting in a completely linearly polarised wave
with a tilt angle of45◦. Therefore an altered tilt angle is the result of the depolarisation in the material.

MEASUREMENTS

In the experimental arrangement we mounted different test objects in a rotating conveyer which allowed controlled
rotation and translation of the test object. The measurements where made with an angular resolution of 180
directions per turn and a longitudinal resolution of one slice percm. The measurements are one-dimensional
and measured in a polar co-ordinate system thus a transform to Cartesian co-ordinates is needed. The transform
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Figure 3: Arrangement of the measurement

involves a rotation and a translation of each pixel as well as an interpolation or averaging depending on the amount
of data at the position in the Cartesian co-ordinates. The transform is based on a priori information about the centre
of the log which is used as the midpoint in the image (Kaestner (1999)).

The measured items where log-pieces with diameters varying from15 to 24cm and from different species such as
oak, birch, and spruce.

The used frequency-band for the measurements was4 − 8GHz which is the band our measurements has the best
response in terms of ability to penetrate the log, small attenuation, and to detect small artifacts.

The used equipment for the measurements was a vector network analyser connected to an wide-band antenna via
co-axial cables. The instrument and the conveyer where both connected to a computer which both controlled the
equipment and stored the measured data.

RESULTS

The measurements resulted in a sequence of slice data sets which where stacked to form a volume of data. For
each slice data the polarisation ratio, equation (11), the Stoke-parameters, equation (12), and the polarisation angles
(equations (15) and (16)) where calculated. The images we show here are all made from the same piece of spruce
log with the following metrics; diameter was17.5 cm and the volume segment was18 cm long. The geometry of
the slice studied can be seen in figure (4), the dark numbered spots in the slice are knots.
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Figure 4: A map over the knots in the studied slice

In this paper all images will be monochrome which unfortunately remove the ability to combine two parameters.
Full colour images can be found in Kaestner (1999).

Studying the Stoke parameters in figure (5) it can be seen that an individual Stoke parameter does not reveal much
information about the inner structure of the log. The reason is that the main reflection on the surface which is
caused by a large change in indices of refraction in contrast to the variation inside the log.

In figure (6) which show the polarisation ratio from the same slice as we used in figure (5) artifacts from the inner
structure appear, note especially the radial artifacts corresponding to the positions of the knots in figure (4).

The next set of images (figure (7)) show the two polarisation angles. Just as in the images of the polarisation ratio
all knots except knot (4) are visible.
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Figure 5: Slice images of the Stoke parameters from a piece of spruce
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Figure 6: Slice images of the polarisation ratioρ from a piece of spruce
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Figure 7: Slice images of the angles describing the state of polarisation

To increase the understanding we also study the results as iso-surfaces of the volumetric measurements, in these
images we do not consider the Stoke parameters since are not relevant as could be stated in the previous figure (5).
In figure (8) an example of an iso-surface (left in the figure) of|ρ|. The data comes from the same log as the slice in
figure (5). As a complement to the iso-surface a topological slice is also inserted. The circles marked with (a,b,c)
show the positions of the knots (a) for knot (1), (b) for knots (2) and (3) and finally (c) for knot (4). These images
are mirrored compared to the previous slice images. As previously the knots at (a) and (b) are clearly visible but
the last one is still not completely visible.

As the final images, figure (9), an iso-surface of the polarisation parameterτ is showed. The labelling of the circles
is the same as in the previous figure. In this figure the last knot (4) is finally visible.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Our conclusions from the results described in this article is that it is possible to study variations in wood using
continuous wave radar measuring the depolarisation of the reflected waves. Using an iso-surface visualisation is
not the optimal choice since it is only based on a threshold, but for the moment our effort is more on the task to
produce as informative images, in optical and wood physical terms, as possible.

As earlier described the depolarisation has its origin in the dielectric tensor. In this article we have however only
studied the effects of variations in the dielectric tensor. An qualitative evaluation of the measurements is a part
of the continued work where we intend to estimate the spatial distribution of the dielectric tensor. Having this
information the reconstruction can be made more robust and we can start to analyse the data in terms of wood
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Figure 8: Iso-surface and a topographic slice showing the polarisation ratio
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Figure 9: Iso-surface and a topographic slice showing the tilt angle of the linear polarisation

physical parameters. The dielectric properties can be correlated to the moisture content as well as the fibre angle,
and thus we will be able to estimate those wood physical parameters spatially.

The technology to build the scanning hardware at industrial rates is available, but must be adapted to this particular
application. The largest problem is the complexity if the calculations which has to performed, thus we will have to
reduce the data as much as can be tolerated by the resolution of the final images.
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Remark

The full reference Kaestner (1999) can be downloaded in pdf-format from the reference list on the web-page
http://www.hh.se/staff/ak


